Discussions on Advanced Data Analytics, Accelerating Medical Research, Data Sharing Practices

Watch a recap of our most recent event video, Artificial Intelligence: New Horizons in Medicine
Thu, 08/13/2020 - 23:27

Data analytics and artificial intelligence have sharpened delivery of health care and medical discoveries. Agency experts explore the various ways natural language processing, machine learning, robotic process automation and data analytics play a role in revolutionizing the landscape of health and the public.

Listen to discussion by Veterans Affairs' Gil Alterovitz; GSA's Anil Chaudhry; Acxiom's Craig Wingate; National Library of Medicine's Patti Brennan; NVIDIA's Mona Flores; NIH's Behrouz Shabestari and Alastair Thomson; DHS' Karen Evans; DARPA's Rohit Chitale; DHA's Jesus Caban; Red
Hat's Ben Cushing; DHMS' Chris Nichols; HHS OIG's Caryl Brzymialkiewicz; and NetApp's Ray Deiotte.